Epithelial cell migration requires coordination of two actin modules at the leading edge: one in the lamellipodium and one in the lamella. How the two modules connect mechanistically to regulate directed edge motion is not understood. Using live-cell imaging and photoactivation approaches, we demonstrate that the actin network of the lamellipodium evolves spatio-temporally into the lamella. This occurs during the retraction phase of edge motion, when myosin II redistributes to the lamellipodial actin and condenses it into an actin arc parallel to the edge. The new actin arc moves rearward, slowing down at focal adhesions in the lamella. We propose that net edge extension occurs by nascent focal adhesions advancing the site at which new actin arcs slow down and form the base of the next protrusion event. The actin arc thereby serves as a structural element underlying the temporal and spatial connection between the lamellipodium and the lamella during directed cell motion.
Migrating cells advance by net protrusion at their front leading edge and retraction at their rear 1 . Two regions define the leading edge: the lamellipodium, extending ∼3-5 µm from the cell edge and consisting mostly of dynamic, criss-crossed actin filaments [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and the lamella, found immediately behind the lamellipodium and composed of bundled actin filaments in association with focal adhesions 5, 7, 8 . The lamellipodial actin module extends the cell edge by insertion of actin monomers into filament ends apposed to the leading membrane and their regulated turnover through actin treadmilling [9] [10] [11] . The lamellar actin module, on the other hand, assembles a contractile network for traction, consisting of bundled filaments, myosin II and focal adhesions 7, 8, 12 . Originally, the activities of the lamellipodial and lamellar actin modules were thought to drive cell motion by acting within one integrated system, with myosin II working at a distance from the cell edge 3, 13 . Later, single-particle tracking of actin speckles using fluorescence speckle microscopy (FSM) indicated that a layer of actin extends from the lamella to the cell edge to control forward cell movement 11, 14 . This led to new proposals for cell crawling involving myosin II contractility in the lamella pulling on the back of the lamellipodium 15 . Nevertheless, it is still unclear exactly how lamellipodial and lamellar actin modules interact during cell crawling [16] [17] [18] . One obstacle to investigating how the lamellipodium and lamella actin modules connect mechanistically to mediate cell crawling is that the leading edge is both structurally heterogeneous and highly dynamic 5, 19 . Marked changes in actin organization occur as the edge undergoes protrusion and retraction on the timescale of minutes 5 .
As a result of this, previous maps of FSM speckle turnover events averaged over many protrusion/retraction cycles 11, 17 and singlesnapshot electron micrographs of actin distribution 6, 20 may not fully reveal how overall actin structure at the leading edge changes to mediate cell movement. Here, we focus on this issue by examining actin turnover with high temporal and spatial resolution, and by visualizing the overall structural dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton over time. We show that the actin network of the lamellipodium evolves spatio-temporally into the lamella during the retraction phase of edge motion. This evolution is mediated by myosin II, which redistributes to the cell edge at the beginning of the retraction phase of edge motion, condensing the lamellipodial actin into an arc-shaped actin bundle parallel to the edge. A model is presented in which the actin arc serves as the structural element underlying the temporal and spatial connection between the lamellipodium and the lamella to help mediate cell crawling.
RESULTS

Actin-filament organization at the leading edge
Examination of rotary-shadowed cells by electron microscopy 4, 21 reveals a criss-crossed actin network in the lamellipodium adjacent to the plasma membrane and a bundled actin network in the lamella farther away from the edge (∼2-5 µm; Fig. 1a ), similar to previous reports 3, 5, 6 . No lamellipodial sheet raised above the lamella, proposed in previous studies 15 , is observed. Fluorescence speckle microscopy (FSM) using actin tagged to the photoconvertable protein, tdEos, which converts from green (d) Schematics of how the edge-protrusion and retrograde-flow data were binned across the leading edge. Bins for edge protrusion were set at 500 nm parallel to the edge. Bins for retrograde flow were set at 1 µm parallel to the edge and 3 µm into the cell. (e) Edge-protrusion/retraction velocity and rearward actin velocity maps of the same cell used for the kymograph in c. (f) Edge position, edge velocity and rearward actin flow of the region denoted by the dashed lines in e plotted over time. Asterisks in edge-velocity and rearward-actin-flow graphs denote retractions and arrowheads denote protrusions corresponding to increases in rearward actin flow. Arrowheads denote slowing rearward actin flow immediately after edge retraction.
to red emission, permitted examination of actin-flow pattern at high temporal resolution (5 s intervals) over long periods of time (25-60 min; Supplementary Movie S1). By replenishing fluorescently tagged actin monomers through photoactivation during imaging, we achieved longer time-lapse recordings than most previous actin speckling studies. This allowed us to compare actin-retrograde-flow rates during both protrusion and retraction phases of edge motion. An overall fast-flow zone of actin filaments in the lamellipodium and a slow-flow zone in the lamella are seen when the data are averaged over many protrusion/retraction cycles, as previously reported 11, 22 ( Fig. 1b) . However, when the data are analysed in kymograph form (Fig. 1c, diagram) to look for changes in rearward-actin-flow velocities over time, a large increase in flow velocity is seen during edge retraction (Fig. 1c, filled arrowheads) , compared with during protrusion (open arrowheads). In the cell analysed in Fig. 1c , in which the edge undergoes four full protrusion/retraction cycles during 28 min of imaging, flow rates increase during each retraction event. Graphs coloured-coded for speed (Fig. 1d ,e) also reveal that the retraction phase of edge motion is always accompanied by a significant increase in the rate of rearward actin-filament flow (Fig. 1f , asterisks), with a smaller increase occurring during edge protrusion (Fig. 1f , open arrowheads). Thus, it is possible that a major change in the lamellipodial actin module occurs when the leading edge switches from protruding to retracting, which correlates with rapid actin-filament movement rearward.
Actin-turnover kinetics at the leading edge
Next, we examined lamellipodial actin-filament turnover rates during edge protrusion/retraction. The necessary temporal resolution was achieved by photoconverting a subpopulation of actin-tdEos in the lamellipodium as it underwent either protrusion or retraction ( Fig. 2a-d ). As this subpopulation was now spatially highlighted, we could specifically track the fate and lifetime of these actin filaments. During edge protrusion, photoconverted actin-tdEos molecules completely turn over within 1-2 min, with few, if any, actin filaments transferring to the lamella (Fig. 2a,c) . This turnover presumably occurs through filament depolymerization. In contrast, during edge retraction, a subset of photoconverted actin-tdEos molecules persists within actin filaments (Fig. 2b , yellow arrowheads and Fig. 2c,d ). These compact into an arc-shaped bundle that moves rearward into the lamellar region. The new actin arc then joins the non-photoconverted transverse actin-filament bundles below it (Fig. 2d) . The half-life of actin filaments in the lamellipodium during retraction resembles that of the actin filaments in the lamella (Fig. 2e,f) . Thus, as the edge switches from protruding to retracting, the lamellipodial actin converts into an actin arc, whose lifetime and structure are similar to those of actin arcs in the lamella.
Characterization of actin-arc formation and behaviour
Time-lapse imaging of monomeric red fluorescent protein (mRFP)-tagged actin in live cells allowed us to monitor the behaviour of actin arcs in relation to other actin structures at the leading edge (Fig. 3a-c) . These included the actin-filament networks in the lamellipodium (Fig. 3a) and the perpendicular actin filaments associated with focal adhesions 12 ( Fig. 3a, yellow arrowheads) . A new actin arc forms in the lamellipodium during every edge retraction (Fig. 3a-c , red arrowheads and arrows and Supplementary Movie S2). The new actin arc moves rearward to become part of the existing actin-arc population in the lamella during the next protrusion phase (Fig. 3a,b, red arrowheads) . Time-lapse imaging of cells co-expressing the focal-adhesion protein zyxin and actin revealed that actin-arc bundles can form before their co-localization with focal adhesions (Fig. 3d) .
The velocity of an actin arc decreases when it comes in contact with focal adhesions (Fig. 3d, arrowheads) , possibly owing to coupling between actin filaments and focal-adhesion proteins 23, 24 . Consistent with this, rearward motion of regions of an actin arc nearest to focal adhesions is slower than that of regions furthest from focal adhesions. This creates a bow-like appearance in the arc as it enters the lamella (Fig. 3a, red arrowheads) . In rare cases, a small actin bundle is left behind by the protruding lamellipodium ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). This bundle stays relatively stationary until it merges with the retracting primary actin arc (Supplementary Fig. S1 ). In the lamella, new actin-arc arrival at the front of the arc stack is balanced by actin-arc loss and disassembly at the rear (Fig. 3b,c, red and yellow arrowheads) . This results in treadmilling of arcs through the stack, with arcs periodically dissociating from the back of the lamella and disappearing (Fig. 3b , yellow arrowheads and Supplementary Movie S2).
Velocity profiles of the edge over time were analysed in protrusion/retraction maps (colour-coded for velocity), as well as in graphs that showed single points along the edge (Fig. 3e,f) . This reveals that the frequency of protrusion and retraction of the cell edge (and hence frequency of arc formation) remains constant over time. Fourier analysis (used to determine the variation in the velocity with time at each point along the edge of an individual cell) shows a primary frequency of fluctuation of edge velocity (Fig. 3g) . The entire leading edge of a cell thus exhibits the same protrusion/retraction frequency. Analysis of the protrusion/retraction period reveals that each cell has a characteristic protrusion/retraction period for edge motion (and hence arc-formation rate), with the value varying considerably from cell to cell (Fig. 3h) .
Role of myosin II in actin-arc formation
Mature actin arcs in the lamella are myosin II-containing contractile bundles and inhibition of myosin II activity decreases the number of arcs in both the central domain of neuronal growth cones and the lamella of epithelial cells 12, 25 . To investigate the role of myosin II in arc formation, cells co-expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged myosin IIA and actin-mRFP were monitored by time-lapse imaging. During edge protrusion, myosin II is associated with actin arcs of the lamella with virtually none found in the lamellipodium (Fig. 4a) . This finding supports previous work indicating that myosin II is restricted to the lamella and is absent from the lamellipodium 8, 13, 26 . When myosin II was monitored over a protrusion/retraction cycle, however, it appears in the lamellipodium at the peak of protrusion ( Fig. 4b and Supplementary Movie S3). Myosin II then translocates backward, mirroring the position and movement of the retracting actin arc (Fig. 4c, white arrows) . Myosin II also appears on the smaller actin arcs that are occasionally left behind by the protruding lamellipodium (Fig. 4c, yellow arrowheads) . This myosin II population remains stationary and then moves rearward with the primary actin arc during edge retraction (Fig. 4c, yellow arrowheads) . Myosin II thus localizes to actin arcs formed in the lamellipodium during edge retraction.
To test whether myosin II is involved in arc formation, we imaged cells treated with blebbistatin, a specific inhibitor of myosin II ATPase activity (Fig. 4d) . After treatment, no actin arcs form and stacked arcs in the lamella disappear. Indeed, the boundary between lamellipodial and lamellar actin modules is lost in treated cells. This indicates that myosin II activity is required for arcs to form and be maintained, both in the lamellipodium and lamella. Interestingly, before retracting, the edge protrudes out farther in the presence of blebbistatin when compared with the control. This indicates that myosin II-based actin-arc formation regulates, but is not the sole controlling element in, the switch between edge protrusion and retraction.
Relating edge protrusion/retraction to cell crawling
Leading-edge velocity and position data in crawling cells permitted a comparison of the amplitude/frequency of edge protrusion/retraction and cell-crawling rate (Fig. 5a,b ). This allowed us to determine whether the frequency of the edge's protrusion/retraction cycle is related to how fast the edge exhibits net extension 13 . An inverse relationship exists between the amplitude and frequency of edge protrusions (Fig. 5c ). However, we found no correlation between the migration rate of a cell and either the amplitude, or the frequency, of its protrusions (Fig. 5d,e) . Indeed, both the frequency and amplitude of protrusion in an individual cell remain constant whether or not the cell is crawling. Instead, the main, and obvious, difference in edge motion between fast-and slow-moving cells is the ratio between the amplitude of protrusion and amplitude of retraction (Fig. 5f ). Cells exhibiting net movement have retraction amplitudes that are smaller than protrusion amplitudes (Fig. 5b) , whereas those that do not move forward efficiently have amplitudes of protrusion and retraction that are roughly the same. This indicates that differences in actin dynamics per se do not explain differences in migration rates. Consistent with this, crawling and non-crawling cells exhibit similar patterns of rearward actin flow (Fig. 5g,h ).
Defining the protrusion base in crawling cells
The placement of new focal adhesions in front of old adhesions is a hallmark of crawling cells and seems to advance the boundary between the lamellipodium and lamella 27, 28 . Recent work has also indicated that whole adhesions can move away from the leading edge 29 . To investigate this further, we examined the dynamics of focal adhesions in relation to net edge motion. Figure 6a shows focal adhesions labelled with zyxin-mCherry before (purple) and after (green) imaging for 14 min. Note that several adhesions move away from the edge over this time period (Fig. 6a, arrows) . Tracking adhesions labelled with either zyxin or vinculin over time revealed that less rearward movement of focal adhesions occurs in rapidly crawling cells and more movement occurs in slow cells (Fig. 6b-d) . Similar rearward focal-adhesion movement behaviour is observed with paxillin ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Fig. 1f for a cell that demonstrates net edge growth (g) and a cell that does not (h). Note the pattern of rearward actin flow is similar in both cells. Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to quantify the correlation and the 95% confidence interval for each pair was computed using the Fisher transformation.
Rearward movement of focal adhesions occurs coincident with edge retraction (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). As actin arcs are forming and moving rapidly during edge retraction and also slow down at focal adhesions (Fig. 3d) , we investigated whether new actin arcs interact with newly formed focal adhesions. The white asterisk in the actin montage of Fig. 6e shows the base of the first retraction/protrusion cycle in a fast-crawling cell. This position correlates with where a newly formed actin arc slows down at a pre-existing adhesion (white arrowheads and white asterisk) and a subsequent new protrusion event starts. During this protrusion event, a new focal adhesion is formed (yellow arrowheads). The newly formed actin arc slows at the new adhesion and this position becomes the base of the next protrusion (Fig. 6e, yellow asterisk) . This base is positioned distally, compared with the first protrusion (compare white and yellow asterisks). These results indicate that new-focal-adhesion formation helps advance the cell by slowing down new actin arcs distally to where previous actin arcs are slowed.
In cells that have little net edge extension, new actin arcs move with new adhesions rearward before slowing down together (Fig. 6f , left yellow and right green lines). The same adhesion can move back farther after association with the actin arc from the next retraction event (Fig. 6f , middle yellow line and Fig. 6c,d) . The net result is that the cell in Fig. 6f advances the base of its protrusion retraction cycle little when compared with the cell in Fig. 6e (brackets) . Analysis of actin There is no advance of the base protrusion after two protrusion/retraction cycles (arrows), but there is advance after the third cycle (arrow). Yellow and green lines denote rapid and slow actin-arc translocation, respectively. dynamics from a cell that spontaneously started crawling reveals that the rate of advance of the transition between fast and slow actin-arc translocation can be changed within a single cell (Fig. 6g, arrows) . Thus, the fundamental difference between cells crawling rapidly or slowly is not where or when actin arcs form, but other factors. One likely factor is the strength of coupling among actin arcs, focal adhesions and the substrate. This could determine the extent of focal-adhesion slippage backward and thus influence net forward movement.
The advance of the lamella results from an actin-arc treadmill
As a cell advances its edge, the lamellar stack of actin arcs maintains a relatively constant width (see Fig. 7a, brackets) . Therefore, coordinated movement of the lamella itself must occur. To clarify how this works, we analysed the spatio-dynamics of actin arcs, focal adhesions and the structural features of the leading edge in a crawling cell. Analysis of both kymographs and time-lapse montages of actin arcs in a crawling cell reveals that the positional advance of new-actin-arc addition to the front of the lamella is balanced by the positional advance of the site of old-actin-arc removal at the rear of the lamella. (Fig. 7b , dashed line and Fig. 7c , arrowheads in actin montage). This coordinated behaviour of arc addition in the front and removal in the rear of the arc stack may explain how cells avoid developing too many adhesive interactions with the substrate, which would impede movement during cell crawling.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we clarify the relationship between the lamellipodial and lamellar actin-filament modules at the cell's leading edge and relate this to cell crawling. We began by selectively photoconverting tdEos-labelled actin filaments in the lamellipodium and following their fate over time. The results were difficult to explain using previous models of Figure 8 Model of the structural dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton underlying edge motion. Leading-edge advance is broken down into discrete steps.
Step (1) shows the base of a previous retraction where a newly created actin arc is coupled to a focal adhesion. Hypothetically, the new lamellipodial protrusion could push off the arc to drive the membrane forward. During protrusion (2), actin-filament polymerization occurs behind the plasma membrane and depolymerization occurs a few micrometres away from the edge. Actin filaments treadmill through the lamellipodium during protrusion, and nascent adhesions form. At the peak of protrusion (2), myosin II filaments form in the lamellipodium and a local network contraction (similar to that proposed for keratocyte cell body translocation 3 ) occurs that drives actin-arc formation and edge retraction (3) . In cells that show net advance, the new actin arc slows at the nascent adhesion (4), most likely owing to strong coupling between the arc, adhesion and growth substrate. The base of the retraction in (4) is shifted forward when compared with (1) . As a consequence, the start of the new protrusion in (5) is also shifted forward and the edge protrudes farther than in (2) . In cells that do not show net advance, the actin arc and adhesion slip rearward during edge retraction. This indicates that there is still strong coupling between the actin arc and the adhesion, and also indicates a weak coupling between the adhesion and the growth substrate. Actin-arc addition to the front of the lamella is balanced by actin-arc removal at the back of the lamella (5). Lamellipodial and arc actin filaments are yellow. Focal adhesions and associated actin filaments are green. Myosin II filaments are red. Relative actin-rearward-flow rates are represented by blue arrows. lamellipodial and lamellar organization, which assumed the two actin modules are either dynamically distinct but overlapping networks 11, 15, 17 , or one continuous network 5, 16, 30 . Depending on whether the edge was protruding or retracting, the behaviour of the lamellipodial actin filaments differed (Fig. 2) . During protrusion, labelled actin filaments quickly turned over with none reaching the lamella. During retraction, in contrast, converted filaments transferred to the lamella appearing in actin arcs.
Live-cell imaging using actin-mRFP helped explain the above results and supported an alternative model. The imaging revealed that actin arcs form at the cell edge soon after retraction is initiated. The arc then moves rearward, parallel to the edge, collecting with arcs in the lamella that are compiled as a stack. The presence of arcs as long-lived filaments in the lamellipodium can account for the differences in lifetimes of photoconverted tdEos-labelled actin filaments in the lamellipodium, and also explains previous FSM data showing long-lived speckles in the lamellipodium 11 . However, the data also raise questions, particularly because previous descriptions of arcs indicate that they form away from the edge in the lamella 19, 31 , and in response to the presence of focal adhesions 32 . This led us to further analyse arc formation and dynamics. We found that the stack of arc bundles in the lamella derive from individual arcs formed in the lamellipodium (Fig. 2) . Indeed, we observed that some individual arcs form in the lamellipodium before co-localization with focal adhesions (Fig. 3) .
We next examined what drives the conversion of lamellipodial actin filaments into a rearward-moving actin arc. An obvious candidate was myosin II (refs 19,25) . However, previous reports of myosin II distribution at the leading edge found myosin II restricted to the lamella 11, 13, 26 , suggesting that myosin II modulates actin dynamics in the lamellipodium from a distance 15 . As these studies did not take into account potential differences in myosin II distribution when the leading edge was retracting or protruding, they might have missed a lamellipodial distribution of myosin II. Consistent with this possibility, high-resolution imaging of myosin IIA-GFP dynamics throughout the edge-protrusion/retraction cycle revealed myosin II filaments do form in the lamellipodium (Fig. 4) . This occurs at the peak of the protrusion phase. The myosin filaments then move rearward with the newly forming actin arc during edge retraction.
The presence of myosin II in the lamellipodium raised the possibility that a local network contraction, similar to that proposed to drive the cell body in migrating fish keratocytes 3 , transforms the criss-crossed actin filaments in the lamellipodium into the bundled filaments that constitute the actin arc. Supporting this idea, no actin arcs form and the edge protrudes farther relative to that in control cells when myosin II activity is suppressed (Fig. 4) . Forces exerted on the actin-filament cytoskeleton by focal adhesions may also play a role in arc formation 32 . Given that lamellipodial actin converts into an arc parallel to the edge and subsequently moves rearward into the lamella, we next examined how this relates mechanistically to net edge extension and cell crawling. A clue came from our finding that the amplitude of the protrusion phase of the cell's oscillatory edge cycle remains constant and does not change even if the cell migrates forward. This means that net forward edge extension requires a process that shifts the base where the protrusion phase initiates. We found that the base where the protrusion phase initiates is the zone where the arc slows down on moving into the lamella (Fig. 6 ). This zone contains focal adhesions, which act as a brake on the rearward-moving arcs, slowing them down as they enter the lamella. This results in a single actin arc spanning many focal adhesions across the edge (Fig. 3) . Stress fibres have recently been shown to mechanically link multiple large focal adhesions across the cell body in non-crawling cells 33 . Therefore, a linked actin-arc/focal-adhesion network at the leading edge could act during edge protrusion as a coherent stiff substrate for actin filaments in the lamellipodium to push back against to extend the plasma membrane.
On the basis of these results, we propose a model of leading-edge extension in which net forward edge movement occurs by nascent focal adhesions advancing the site at which new actin arcs slow down and thus where the next protrusion phase begins (Fig. 8) . This would advance the base of the protrusion/retraction cycle in crawling cells. In non-crawling cells, the protrusion/retraction cycle of edge motion and its associated changes in actin dynamics are similar to crawling cells, but the actin arcs cause new adhesions to slip farther rearward during edge retraction. This results in little or no advance of the base of the protrusion/retraction cycle. The system thus behaves similarly to a mechanical ratchet, with the actin arc acting as the lever and focal adhesions acting as the teeth. The extent of slippage of focal adhesions backward, dictated by the strength of an adhesion with the substrate, determines how quickly the cell advances forward. Within this system, the lamella would stay roughly the same width but, on the whole, advance owing to new-actin-arc addition to the front of the lamella being balanced by removal of older actin arcs at the back of the lamella, as in a treadmill.
A cyclic myosin-II-based actin-arc formation and dissolution mechanism may also underlie the motile behaviour in a variety of cells because most cells exhibit oscillatory edge protrusion and retraction. Indeed, other motile cells have both a protrusion/retraction cycle and actin arcs. The list includes, but is not limited to, fish keratocytes, neuronal growth cones and mouse melanoma cells 3, 25, 34 ( Supplementary Fig.  S4 and Movie S4). Our proposal of leading-edge motion involving myosin-II-based actin-arc formation and dissolution thus provides a predictive model for cell crawling testable in a range of cell types. 
METHODS
Methods
METHODS
Cell culture and chemicals. PtK1 cells were purchased from ATCC and cultured in DMEM F12 (Invitrogen) as previously described 8, 35 . Cells were plated on coverslips coated with 10 µg ml −1 fibronectin for 2 h at 37 • C and cultured overnight. Cells were transfected with DNA plasmids with fugene (Roche) following the manufacturer's recommendations, and allowed to express for 12 h. Cells were then imaged in CO 2 -independent media (Invitrogen) at 37 • C. Blebbistatin, taxol, phalloidin and fibronectin were from Sigma.
Actin-speckle tracking. Time-lapse images of actin speckles were acquired with both wide-field epifluorescence and spinning disc microscopy at intervals of 5 s with an integration time of 300-600 ms with an Ultraview spinning disc confocal microscope (Perkin Elmer) attached to an Olympus IX71 microscope (Olympus) or a Marianas spinning disc microscope (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) attached to a Zeiss Observer.Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss). Actin speckles were generated by selective conversion of a subpopulation of actin-tdEos molecules by a 100-400 ms exposure with 405 nm laser light, through the spinning disc or by use of a Mosaic Digital Illumination System (Photonic Instruments). An adaptive multi-frame correlation approach, as previously described 36, 37 , was used to track actin-tdEos speckles. Our effective temporal resolution, obtained by averaging three frames acquired at 5-s intervals, was 15 s, which provided sufficient resolution to determine whether there were changes in actin-flow rates over the cycle of protrusion and retraction underlying edge motion, which is of the order of minutes. A small amount of actin-tdEos was converted to the red channel in the cell body every 40-50 frames. These monomers then slowly incorporated into the actin network at the leading edge, thus replenishing the pull of actin speckles lost to photobleaching.
Photoconversion of actin-tdEos in specific cellular regions. Actin-tdEos photoconversion experiments presented in Fig. 2 were carried out on a Marianas spinning disc confocal microscope equipped with a Mosaic Digital Illumination System. The laser power entering the Mosaic was 9 mW. Image acquisition and photoconversion of actin-tdEos molecules (including region selection and 405 laser exposure control) were carried out using Slidebook 5.0 software. All other experiments were carried out with actin fused to monomeric fluorescent proteins. The incorporation of actin constructs into filaments in every observable actin-based structure was confirmed with live-cell extraction followed by a comparison with fluorescent phalloidin labelling.
Electron microscopy. Electron microscopy of rotary-shadowed cells was carried out as previously described 38 . Briefly, cells were extracted with 1% Triton X-100 in cytoskeleton stabilization buffer (100 mM PIPES, at pH 6.9, 4% polyethylene glycol, 10 µM phalloidin, 10 µM Taxol, 5 mM EGTA and 5 mM MgCl 2 ) for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were then washed with wash buffer (100 mM PIPES, at pH 6.9, 10 µM phalloidin, 10 µM Taxol, 5 mM EGTA and 5 mM MgCl 2 ) for 2 min and fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde for 20 min. Fixation with 0.1% tannic acid (20 min) was followed by treatment with 0.2% uranyl acid (20 min). Samples were dehydrated with increasing concentrations of ethanol (10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 100%, 100%, 100% and 100% dried with molecular sieves purchased from Sigma) for 5 min each. Cells were critical-point dried and rotary shadowed with platinum/carbon. All steps were done at room temperature. Images were acquired at 80 kV.
Analysis. Time-lapse images of actin-RFP were acquired at intervals of 10-20 s with an Ultraview spinning disc or a Marinas spinning disc microscope. Leading-edge protrusion and retraction velocities were measured as previously described 11, 19 . The software package used defines a spline representation of the leading edge and calculates edge displacements between frames. The spacing between displacement measurements along the edge was set at 2 pixels. Custom software was developed using Matlab (The Mathworks) to convert displacement measurements to velocities in nanometres per second. The edge was divided into consecutive 172-nm-wide positions and velocities for each position over time were binned. For each cell, two matrices were constructed that contained the edge displacements and velocities, respectively, along different spatial positions (each matrix had N columns corresponding to N spatial positions interrogated). In the displacement matrix, each column represented a separate spatial position and contained the edge-displacement values of that position at different time points. Similarly, each column in the velocity matrix contained the velocity values corresponding to the evolution of velocity over time at that particular spatial position.
Measurement of protrusion/retraction period. The primary frequency of velocity fluctuation at each spatial position (bin) was identified by Fourier transforming the velocity values drawn from the corresponding column of the velocity matrix, and then the time period was subsequently calculated using this primary frequency. Finally, the characteristic frequency and time period of protrusion/retraction of the cell were calculated by averaging the primary frequencies and time periods, respectively, of all the spatial positions.
Protrusion-amplitude measurements. For each cell, the time points for the start and end of each protrusion were initially calculated using the velocity matrix (constructed as described in the previous section). The change in sign of velocity values was used to identify the start and end of protrusions, with the velocity values changing from negative to positive at the start of a protrusion (and end of preceding retraction), and, changing from positive to negative at the end of the protrusion (and start of the next retraction). To discard the extraneous cycles arising from local fluctuations of velocity values during the transition from protrusion to retraction (and vice versa), the cycles of protrusion/retraction with time period less than half of the time period (for that particular cell) identified by Fourier transformation (described in the previous section) were excluded.
Once the time points of start and end of protrusions were identified, the amplitude of each individual protrusion was calculated from the differences in displacements of each spatial position between the end and start of the protrusion. The retraction amplitudes were similarly calculated by determining the difference between the end and start of the retractions (represented by the start of protrusion and the end of the previous protrusion). The average protrusion and retraction amplitudes of edge motion for each cell were obtained by averaging the corresponding values for all of the spatial positions.
Measurement of edge growth. Finally, the net edge growth for each cell was calculated from the differences in displacements of each spatial position between the position of the base of the first protrusion and the position of the base of the last protrusion. The edge growth rate in micrometres per minute could subsequently be calculated by dividing the net edge growth by the time interval between the two spatial positions.
Focal-adhesion movement. Centroids of focal adhesions labelled with either zyxin-mCherry or vinculin-mCherry were tracked using the manual-tracking protocol included in Slidebook. Next, a custom-written Matlab code was used to measure the displacement of the newly formed focal adhesions over two protrusion/retraction cycles from their first point of appearance. Briefly, the protrusion or retraction cycle during which the focal adhesions first appeared was identified using the start/end points of the protrusion/retraction cycles obtained as described previously, and the position of the closest pre-existing focal adhesion for every new focal adhesion was determined. Finally, the displacement and the net displacement (displacement from the closest pre-existing focal adhesion) of each newly formed focal adhesion were calculated by tracking their spatial evolution during two consecutive protrusion/retraction cycles following their appearance. Figure S2 -Lippincott-Schwartz nascent adhesion formation Figure S4 Oscillatory edge motion at the leading edge of migrating fish keratocyes. Fish keratocytes have long been a favored model for cell migration because of their extremely fast migration rates. Although, electron microscopy studies have shown keratocytes have prominent myosin IIladen actin arcs, it has been assumed that their edge only protrudes, and, thus, does not display oscillatory motion 1, 2 . We found that the published data was not sufficient to distinguish whether or not fish keratocytes had oscillatory edge motion. Therefore, we cultured keratocytes as previously described 3 from the scales of Poecilia latipinna. We then acquired differential interference contrast time-lapse recordings of single crawling cells with images acquired every second. a) shows one frame of a time-lapse DIC recording of one of these crawling cells (dotted line shows orientation of kymographs). b-c) Kymographs are presented for three cells that are moving quickly (b) and slowly (c) relative to each other. All cells analyzed show edge oscillations (arrowheads). These oscillations do not always, but indeed can, result from an edge retraction, but, instead, a slowing of the edge protrusion. Cell body and cell velocity are indicated in the kymograph for each cell. Actin arc formation has been shown to be cyclical and myosin II-dependent in the neuronal growth cone with little, if any edge oscillations. It is important to notes that these studies were done using growth cones on poly-D-lysine coated coverslips on which growth cones do not extend. In contrast, neuronal growth cones plated on permissive growth substrates do show a robust edge oscillatory cycle identical to the motion presented here. The similarity in actin filament organization between the keratocyte 1 , neuronal growth cone 4, 5 , and PtK1 cells (Fig. 1) gives further support that these cells could use the same mechanism for motility. 
